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Summary

The energy from the wind has been an imperative source of power for humans for
centuries. Either for transportation, irrigation or manufacturing it has always been a
sustainable supply of force. Nowadays, farmers all over the world, rely upon diesel oil
and electricity for more than 99% of their energy needs. Global concerns are rising
discouraging fossil fuels due to climate change phenomenoms and future hydrocarbons
near depletion. In Argentina, unpredictable energy policies are more and more common
bringing issues to rural areas such as oil, gas and electricity shortages and a steady rise
of prices.

Raspberry Plantations demand a steady and secure irrigation system. Electric Pumps
and Diesel Oil pumps are consider to be the standard solution. Yet, the institutional
context presents numerous issues that discourage the regular appliances or even new
renewable systems such as solar powered irrigation systems to be installed and used.
The American Farm Wind Pump has been a symbol of Argentine rural tradition for
livestock watering. Farmers have grown with this knowledge and have learned to work
independently in order to provide water to cattle or to a community.

The work analyses several reasons why producers should consider utilizing the wind
pump as an independent energy source for small plantations in Argentina, due to the
lack of economical and political certainty and the sociological knowledge of the
traditional American Farm Wind Pump.

The work has demonstrated comparative institutional advantages in implementing
recessive institutions –the wind pump-, especially in the long term, due to high initial
investement costs; and will surely provide new areas of research for sustainable
business solutions within emerging market conditions.
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Main Problem
A brief on Wind power in Agriculture
-A

Wind has been one of the most important sources of power for humanity from ancient
times. For more than two millennia wind-powered
wind powered machines have ground grain, pumped
water and provided long-range
range grain transportation through the oceans. Even before,
The Babylonian emperor Hammurabi planned to use wind power for his ambitious
irrigation project in the 17th century BC. In modern times, The American farm wind
pump evolved during the period between 1860 and 1900 when many millions of cattle
were being introduced on the North American Great Plains. To this day an estimated
one million steel farm wind pumps are in regular use providing water to cattle, the
largest numbers being in Australia and Argentina.i

-Contemporary
Contemporary Global Issues
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It is alarming to know that the world relies on more than 80% of its energy usage on
fossil fuels and that these non-renewable reserves are continually depleting on a global
scale. Some estimates lead to an inescapable worldwide shortage within 50 to 80 yearsii.
The Kyoto Protocol and numerous government regulations are emerging at national,
regional and global level, discouraging fossil fuel based businesses; Firstly, due to the
urgency of climate change and secondly, due to future resource depletion.

Consequently, the use of non-renewable resources is being revisited. A new concept of
development -a sustainable one- is advancing through the agricultural industry
encouraging renewables (Rural Wind Power) and efficient water use (Drip Irrigation
Systems).

In 2011, the International Energy Agency said that:

"The development of affordable, inexhaustible and clean energy technologies will have
huge longer-term benefits. It will increase countries’ energy security through reliance
on an indigenous, inexhaustible and mostly import-independent resource, enhance
sustainability, reduce pollution, lower the costs of mitigating climate change, and
keep fossil fuel prices lower than otherwise. These advantages are global. Hence the
additional costs of the incentives for early deployment should be considered learning
investments; they must be wisely spent and need to be widely shared".

Argentine present-day Issues:

a) Unreliable Energy Policies:

The crisis started when the country initiated the largest sovereign debt default on record
during December 2001. The energy sector was strongly influenced by this crisis. When
7
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Nestor Kirchner became President on May 2003, trying to restructure the country, he
issued a public bulletiniii with the intention to solve the energy concerns along with
Daniel Cameron, secretary of Energy. By 2006 some investments solved short term
issues, but long term gas and oil exploration was not enough to cope with national
demand. And since then, the energy crisis augmented:

“Argentina, [which] had an energy trade surplus of $5.6bn in 2006, will end 2011 with
an estimated deficit of $3bn” said eight former energy secretaries this month in a
document designed to act as a wake-up
wake
call on energy fragility ahead of October’s
presidential election."iv

The actual energy crisis is unavoidable in Argentina and the situation is ha
haunting
Cristina Fernandez team, who has been recently re-elected.
re elected. The energy policy is
considered according to the Financial Times as the "Achilles heel" of the last 8 years of
argentine government. Below we can observe the structure of national energy sup
supply:
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The country relies on more of half of its power on natural gas. In the industrial sector,
although Buenos Aires boasts of its growing economy, factories are forced to scramble
each winter for the gas they need to keep producing. Unfortunately, this is not new,
April 22nd 2008 www.energytribune.com posted an article concerning the same issue:
“Argentina’s natural gas shortage”v and portrayed the issue globally.

The previous graph taken from the Energy Information Administration (EIA), depicts a
worrying future situation; Argentina, either from the public sector or the private sector,
hasn't invested enough on oil and gas extraction development despite of sitting on large
reserves of oil and gas, including reserves of hard-to-extract shale and tight gas thought
to be among the world’s biggest.vi Even knowing that gas is its primary energy source...
As outrageous as it may sound, with an immense size and resource availability, the
country is a net energy importer. Nowadays the country uses 15% more hydrocarbons
than it producesvii.

b) Emerging Market Conditions: Diesel oil concerns
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Gas and electricity instability are not the only issues. Diesel fuel engines in farming are
one of the main energy alternatives to the national grid. Furthermore, in remote areas,
they are basically the only modern source of power.

Nevertheless, diesel costs have been continuously rising. Then again, this is a global
phenomenon. Yet in the agricultural sector, farmers have been left with 8% to 12%
higher prices than for the regular retail price for residents in Argentina. This occurs
since Diesel for transportation is subsidized, while diesel for agriculture is not.

c) Centralized Political Agenda and Unpredictability of electricity supply:

Argentina's political agenda is very centralized on major cities like Buenos Aires,
Córdoba, Rosario and Mendoza. Energy cuts are rare within the city, and are fixed
faster than on rural areas. For example in Cura Malal a small village near Coronel
Suarez, where I have my raspberry plantation project, the area suffers numerous
amounts of energy cuts that can last over one day and do not have government support.
Therefore, in general terms rural electricity cooperatives have been left with little aid
from the government since most of its present-day target votes do not come from rural
areas.

According to La Naciónviii energy cuts have augmented by 90% in quantity and 175% in
duration in the past 7 years (2004-2011) in the entire country . Furthermore, peak
usages can occur on peak fruit irrigation periods whereby wheat harvesting is at stake,
air conditioners are in use and most importantly, main “large-scale irrigation systems”
are demanding electricity or diesel for corn, soy and sunflower grain growth (critical
raspberry watering period -December to March-).
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Case Study focus:

Energy grids have taken long to reach rural households. Power cuts occur on a regular
basis, and can take several days. Oil prices are still on the rise and a high level of
unavailability occurs due to national current political enforcements. Farmers are dealing
with a high level of uncertainty generated by the government and minimum support;
therefore different and well known forms of power independency are being
reconsidered for irrigation. The thesis will focus on American Farm Wind Pumps as an
alternative mechanical energy source for drip irrigation on Raspberry Plantaions in
Coronel Suarez.

The energy from the wind has been an imperative source of power for humans for a
long time. Either for transportation, irrigation or manufacturing it has always been a
sustainable supply of force. Agronomists have shifted away in pursue of costs,
simplicity and reliability, through a global technological inertia. Yet, it is the purpose of
this work to show several reasons why they should shift back, especially in Argentina
due to the lack of economical and political certainty and the sociological knowledge of
the traditional American Farm Wind Pump.

Throughout this work the quest is, on one hand, to understand the challenges of
implementing a small-scale irrigation system using sustainable wind energy. On the
other hand, to explore: the social, the political, the economical and the environmental
factors within the argentine institutional context, and how they make this sustainable
solution more attractive. Thirdly, to evaluate the long-term “going green” competitive
advantage of using an unlimited renewable resource.
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Objectives:

-Determine up to what scale (hectares) wind pump irrigation is feasible as a means to
provide complimentary watering for a raspberry plantation.

-Comparison of Wind Pump Irrigation against other ways of Irrigating:
- i) Diesel water pump.

-ii) Electric water pump.

-iii) Solar water pump.

-Determine the social, political and economical aspects involved in the existing
institutional void in argentine rural context.

-Focus on the accountability of the different systems in the long run and the importance
of Vertical Integration -independence- of energy.

-Explore the green benefits, sustainable value of using Wind Energy.

Main Question:
Is it plausible to use Traditional American Farm Wind pumps for Drip Irrigation
on Raspberry Plantations in Coronel Suarez, Argentina?
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Sub-questions:

Would it be conceivable to support a small-scale intensive irrigation using old energy
sources (Wind Power) versus other newer alternatives (Diesel oil, Electricity)?

What are the disadvantages of using contemporary means of power for water irrigation
such as diesel or regular electricity?

What are the social, political and economic challenges of using wind pumps for smallscale irrigation on intensive plantations in Argentina?

What are the long-term advantages of relying on wind/sun power for irrigation?

Justification/Grounds/Reasons

One of the main motives of this study is to identify upcoming challenges for different
organizations on modern rural technology in the Argentine institutional context. In this
case, our focus will be on an Argentine raspberry plantation located near Coronel
Suarez, Buenos Aires. Energy independence in Argentina has a greater value than many
other countries due to the unreliable circumstances the production field experiences
(diesel shortages, poor rural-government relations and a critiqued energy policy).
Consequently, the specific case study is more appealing for research.
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Secondly, to exemplify that ancient power sources are not always useless given the
acceleration besought by the industrial revolution. The use of older but renewable
energy resources, reintroduced, can be forgiving if applied properly.

Thirdly, vertical integration in developing countries -under certain conditions- can
prove to give secure grounds for rural production given institutional void from
unpredictable governments. Wind power would provide a reliable and independent
source of energy to count for complementary irrigation.

Furthermore, in the long run, renewable resources will have to be employed fully, due
to fossil fuels depletion. Sustainable alternatives for different agents of production
tackling renewable opportunities will sooner or later receive more global, regional and
local support and add value to the business.
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Main Concepts (Theoretical Framework)

The main objective of the thesis is to examine the plausibility of watering using
American farm wind pumps within the argentine institutional context. Consequently, we
will have to search through the theoretical framework involving institutions and vertical
integration and alternatives within emerging markets, in order to extend to the irrigation
system proposed, the different options, and then analyse and compare their basic
concepts.

Institutions

Definition: Variety of organizations dedicated for social welfare, which set diverse rules
in a specific area whereby firms base their activities. In this sense, a group of
institutions that surrounds an industry or enterprise conform an institutional
environment.

On a formal point of view, Economist Douglas North (1990)ix defined institutions as "...
the humanly devised constraints that structure human interaction. They are made up of
formal constraints (rules, laws, constitutions), informal constraints (norms of behavior,
conventions, and self imposed codes of conduct), and their enforcement characteristics.
Together they define the incentive structure of societies and specifically economies".

On the other hand, Sociologist W. Richard Scott (1995)x defined institutions as
"...systems composed of regulative, normative and cultural cognitive elements that act
to produce meaning, stability and order to social behavior".
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Even though Economics and Sociology arise differences in the definition of institutions,
both allow an important scope in order to identify formal institutions such as law; and
informal institutions such as culture. Therefore, Institutional environments are very
important in the decision making of employed systems since no company is immune to
institutions and they have an important effect on their choices.

Institution-based view

Mike W. Peng added a new perspective in business strategy according to his
investigation (2002)xi involving the reasons companies take different choices in
different countries. The institution-based view shows how business decisions are
limited formal and informally by the influence that institutional environments have on
them. Before business strategy and choices were analysed through industry-based view
and resource-based view.

In the Argentine institutional context, an emerging market environment, this new
perspective has an important impact on business decisions and has to be considered
thoroughly, since most business models are based on developed country conditions.

This is why Peng suggests that decisions on different business choices in emerging
markets should integrate industry-based, resource-based and institutional-based
strategies. Therefore, these decision-making strategies, with an emphasis on the latter,
will be employed in the analysis of the investigation.

Institutions and Vertical Integration
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Core competencies and focus have always been a common feature in Western
economies. But while managers in the West have dismantled many conglomerates
assembled in the 1960s and 1970s, the large, vertically integrated and diversified
business group remains the dominant form of enterprise throughout most emerging
markets. Khana & Palepu concept of different strategies for emerging markets arise to
add up into the institutional context, intertwined with Peng's thoughts.

Western companies take for granted a range of institutions that support their business
activities, but many of these institutions are absent in other regions of the world.
Effective securities regulation and venture capital firms can insure adequate financing;
Strong educational institutions can secure skilled employees; Even poor local
infrastructure and unpredictable government behavior create an important void which
impact on organizational structure and choices.

Khana & Palepu mention five distinctive institutional voids present in most emerging
market conditions:

I. Capital Market: Normally underdeveloped; Weak Monitoring; Lack of information
and secure regulations prevents investors from financing firms.

II. Labor Market: Scarce management schools and few highly skilled workers within
strict labor laws and strong unions.

III. Product Market: Little dissemination of information and limited enforcement of
liability laws: Scarcity of activist consumer organizations.
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IV. Government Regulation: Government organisms intervene business operations
erratically; High level of interventions, Corruption is common.

V. Contract Enforcement: Absence of mechanisms that guarantee the completion of
contracts.

It is important to identify this standard as a general model; every country would convey
its own unique voids. There will be more specific models within the theoretical
framework that will aid the institutional analysis in a more accurate manner.

Alternatives to Vertical Integration in Argentina (Recessive Institutions)

Approaching the investigation towards local business behaviors it is important to
present a paper written by Daniel Friel: "Forging a comparative institutional advantage
in Argentina: Implications for theory and praxis".

It studies the behavior of an

industrial district (DIMA) and a large company (Arcor) in Argentine institutional
context.

The article elaborates on the variety of capitalism approach in Latin America, in
emerging markets, to describe how firms draw on latent institutions to pursue policies
not in accord with the dominant institutional context on which they operate. In
consequence, it focused on how Arcor and DIMA, formed a comparative institutional
advantage by using recessive institutions.

Dominant Institutions represent the established parameters which would normally
regulate, work or apply in a given industry. It can occur that due to institutional voids
18
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firms seek latent knowledge and problem solving through latent institutions.

Therefore, the basic argument that circumscribes recessive institutions is that
organizations draw on old ways or old knowledge existing through latent institutions, to
resolve institutional issues of the present. The following observation would prove
fructuous for the current study:

“An analysis of recessive institutions would prove particularly beneficial for firms
seeking to produce quality, mid-range products in emerging markets like Argentina
because some dominant institutions in these countries often do not support the
production of such goods.”

American Farm Wind Pumps are recessive institutions as they have existed before, and
so it is easier to bring them back to work again than to introduce new alternatives due
aggravated dominant institutional context.

Although it is not the purpose of this paper to commence a business plan, the irrigation
of raspberries, which by the way, are quality goods, is directly involved in the
production of a mid range product in Argentina. Hence therefore, a corresponding
institutional analysis involving latent American Wind Pump Knowledge within the
vicinity of Coronel Suarez will be contemplated in the social analysis.

On the other hand, following this section a counter model will be used to argue
institutional barriers that dissuade renewable energy in Latin American countries:

CEPAL renewable analysis model in Argentina:
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The "Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (CEPAL) developed a
detailed and focused model which relates precisely to this work. Each barrier represents
a given institutional area within the renewable energy industry, which will have a
tendency to be unreliable or defective. Therefore, this model will act as a
counterargument surfacing the obstructions renewable energy systems may encounter in
emerging market conditions. The five distinctive barriers according to CEPAL (2004)xii:

I. Technical

II. Regulatory

IV. Political and Institutional

III. Economic and Finance
V. Social Behavior.

Power Independency

Related self resourcefulness cases of rural firms

Rural organizations such as Ledesma S.A. and Arcor S.A. have decided to adopt
vertical solutions, building their own power plants, generating their own electricity, and
clearly not relying on the dominant institutions, the national grid. In the specific case of
Ledesma, main sugar cane producer in Argentina, they generate electricity through
excess sugarcane by-product as biomass energy, which is a type of renewable energy
source. Arcor generates electricity through a combined cycle thermal power plant using
natural gas.

Power independency generated within the same organization can easily fill the gap
created by a disorganised energy programme. Therefore firms draw into their own
alternative means of generating energy to power their machinery.
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Independent Irrigation System

Wind Pump Irrigation system: The “recessive” instrument solution

In given institutional contexts firms can draw on old ways of doing things to solve
present problems. Many times the knowledge of old systems is still around in the social
and cultural understanding of the people involved in the business, making these systems
still viable due to constant institutional voids. Hence the term Recessive Institutions
conveys the usage of the American Farm Wind Pump Knowledge in Coronel Suarez to
be employed as an alternative mean of drip irrigation for raspberry plantations.

Recessive institutions arise to fill the gap generated by voids in emerging markets. This
is why the term recessive instrument is coined in this work, derivative of the term
recessive institutions; where, a more traditional instrument, the wind pump, and its
corresponding social knowledge and resource availability in the agricultural sector,
replaces a dominant instruments, electric or diesel pumps, in failure to receive the
adequate support, context and future sustenance.
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Methodology

Type of study

The current work will commence as a descriptive investigation and then become and
explicative investigion. This initial descriptive strategy will be employed in order to
focus in depth firstly on the basic -economic, social, political, and environmental- facts
concerning the investigation and how they influence the given case.

"Descriptive

studies measure, evaluate and collect data about different variables aspects, dimensions
and components of the phenomenom that will be invesigated"xiii (Hernandez Sampieri,
Collado, 2006). Consequently, after integrating this information, the factors will be
compared in order to observe advantages and disadvantages that arise.

The second part of the investigation will become more explicative whereby the
relationship of the different key factors will be intertwined in order to explain the
applicability of the specific case: "Why does a given phenomenom occur and in what
conditions does it arise?"

xiv

(Hernandez Sampieri, Collado, 2006). Therefore this

section is focused to explain and portray the applicability of the proposed irrigation
system, the American Farm Wind pump, as an intrinsic case study due to the particular
interest vested into it and its specificity (Drip irrigation for Raspberry Plantations in
Coronel Suarez).

Unit of Analysis

On the current work there will be two units of analysis. On one hand, the key factors
and their development under the argentine institutional context will be analyzed. On the
other hand, the plausibility and feasibility of the irrigation within the case study of
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renewable energy driven systems in Argentina will be analysed. This will be done in
order to convey all the factors into a specific case, as Robert E. Stake refers to "a
bounded system".

Data Recollection

This investigation will be approached principally by two different ways of data
gathering: Quantitative Research (Documental Review, Objective information) and
Qualitative Research (Interviews, Subjective information). Quantitative research will
be split into:

A) Documental review from FAO, Ministerio de Planificación Federal, Inversión
Pública y Servicios (Secretaría de Energía), la Cámara Argentina de Energías
Renovables, la Asociación Mundial de Energía Eólica (WWEA), el Consejo Global de
Energía Eólica (GWEC) to attain approved data from related organisms.

B) Statistical Data to obtain objective values for oil prices, electricity consumptions and
also demographic concerns such as wind mean speed, average rainfall, terrain,
population and other related data.

An appropriate manner of Qualitative research would demand getting in depth insight
on the “perceptions” of the interviewed. This urge occurs given the subjective
information on sustainable values and political opinions and future estimates and trends.
Therefore several key actors will be interviewed to obtain substantial information for
the applied research, Wind pump experts, Irrigation specialists and Sustainable Energy
consultants.
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Analysis
Coronel Suarez Climate

The city of Coronel Suarez is, as most of the province of Buenos Aires, in a weather
classification called “Templado Pampeano Húmedo”. The following graph displays
the location of the area of study and it´s corresponding weather classification:

Source: Mapa de Argentina de Climas Gobierno Electrónico Argentina

Temperature and Precipitations

According to www.coronelsuarez.gov.ar, the city’s weather compared to the rest of
Buenos Aires province is mild and colder since it is located further south. On winter,
temperature can reach -10C, it can freeze at May and November, but not very
frequent. Precipitations occur between September and April, with two very rainy
months November and May. This can be observed on the chart below.
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Wind Regime

Winds reach great intensity in the outskirts of the city, which therefore create an
important amount of evaporation. The cycle of wind speed is the following: Wind
speed increases from September until February, and they start to calm down until
April. The prevailing or dominant winds come from the North, then the North East
and finally from the South. Their velocity –when blowing- varies from 25 to 36 km/h,
with higher wind gusts, rendering a mean wind spead of 14.2 km/h (4 m/s approx).
Therefore, for about 8 hours per day there is at least a constant 8m/s wind.

Temperatura (°C)
Humedad Viento Número de días con
Precipitación
Mes Máxima
medio Cielo Cielo
mensual
Mínima relativa
Media
(km/h) claro cubierto Precipitación (mm)
media
media (%)
Ene 28.9

21.3

14.1

63

15.2

9

7

9

122.7

Feb 27.7

20.2

13.1

70

14.8

9

5

6

74.6

Mar 24.3

17.2

10.8

73

13.9

10

6

9

94.6

Abr 20.1

13.3

7.5

78

12.1

10

6

8

95.1

May 15.6

9.3

3.7

79

11.5

10

9

7

61.4

Jun 12.1

6.3

1.1

82

10.7

8

9

5

16.7

11.9

6.0

0.8

82

12.3

9

10

6

33.2

Ago 14.4

7.7

1.7

76

13.5

8

9

5

37.3

Sep 16.4

9.8

3.3

74

16.3

8

9

7

67.2

Oct 19.9

13.4

6.6

73

16.9

7

8

11

105.1

Nov 23.6

16.8

9.6

69

16.3

8

7

10

91.3

27.6

20.2

12.3

62

16.8

8

6

8

68.5

Jul

Dic

Source: Servicio Meteorológico Nacional

Climatic Requirements: Raspberry

Raspberry plants optimum conditions are represented by mild winters, with constant
low temperatures –but not excessive- and relatively cool summers with an important
thermal oscillation between day and night. Although some summers can be quite hot,
the temperature of Coronel Suarez area corresponds to raspberry requirements.
Furthermore, according to The Raspberry Industry Development Council (RIDC)
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recommends 800-900 mm per annum of rainfall is sufficient to provide growth, it is
strongly recommended to install an irrigation system. Water is essential in the
fructification period, which commences on mid November till end of March
(depending on the raspberry variety). Yet, main irrigation requirements go from
October till end of January to enhance the soil with enough humidity for which the
plant can grow strong enough to provide well sized fruits.

Irrigation Systems Overview

The benefits and constraints of all the irrigation systems will be displayed first and
then will be analyzed economically, sociologically, politically and environmentally.
An overview of each system (Wind, Solar, Electric, Diesel) will be exhibited and,
continuing, facts and figures will be portrayed to specify the plausibility of various
systems.

Wind Powered Irrigation
Resource Availability

The following formula i of energy availability for wind pumps expresses the
importance of mean wind speed:

P (approx.) = 0.6V³ watts/m² of rotor area

(V= wind speed m/s)
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Fig. 1 Source: 3TIER

From the previous graph, it is clear that Argentina is well above mean global wind
speeds, especially in all the Patagonia (Rio Negro and Neuquén) and the countries’
center (Buenos Aires, Santa Fe, La Pampa and Córdoba). Thus, wind energy potential
is not an issue; on the contrary, the conditions are more than favorable compared to
other countries. According to a study from Harvard Universityii, Argentina ranks 5th
in terms of Wind energy Potential.

Wind energy installed capacity has been growing almost exponentially for fifteen
years; an interesting factor that stimulates and spreads production and usage:
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An important fact is that according to INTA Coronel Suareziiiwinds have tendencies
to increase during late spring and summer, coinciding with the watering increase in
demand due to plant fructification. Therefore there is both regional wind (South West
Buenos Aires area) availability and seasonal wind availability (peak raspberry water
demand), which is exponentially beneficial.

On the other hand, wind is not the most constant renewable resource; there might be
several days on which almost no wind is measured and suddenly other days where
there is a four-time wind surplus. Nonetheless, with the correct water storage tanks
these uncertainties can be attenuated (this factor is dependent in the ratio between the
size of the plantation and the size of the water storage)iv

The following graph depicts wind energy availability specifically in the local
Argentine climate. It can be clearly observed that Coronel Suarez is located in one of
the windiest areas of Buenos Aires, the most populated and economically active
province of Argentina. Added to this, several wind farm projects are being planned
given that, according to SMN, the average wind speed is higher than 9m/s.
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Functionality

Source: University of Texas

An overview of wind irrigation involves kinetic power from the wind which move the
blades of a wind pump, converting kinetic to mechanical power, thus pumping water,
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v

into a given tank at a given height -head- . When there is sufficient water, the
watering valve opens to feed the drip irrigation tape, irrigating the crop. Focus will be
given onto the water pumping device and the rest of the variables on water
distribution (filters, drip lines, terrain) will remain a constant minimum.

Machinery Availability

According to the last Censo Agropecuario (INDEC) 1988 there were 405430
American style wind pumps installed only in Argentina, 178838 in the province of
Buenos Aires. Argentine tradition is strong on wind pumpsvi, and what is even more
important knowledge is well widespreadvii.

In general terms, on most of the country, wind pump availability correlates directly to
Livestock care. Nearby Coronel Suarez livestock care is present, therefore installing a
wind pump for irrigation should not be a problem. The only main issue would be to
adapt the machine in order to be optimum for irrigation purposes. Generally speaking
according to Irrinorviii this would mean a bigger and higher storage tank, which is very
commonly used for community purpose rural storage tanks.

Even more livestock care is being replaced by modern harvesting techniques, leaving
many American Farm Wind Pumps free. A greater challenge would involve reutilizing old unused wind pumps that due to the expansion of the agricultural frontier
in Buenos Airesix many have become obsolete. This opportunity would be both more
economical and more ecological.

Machinery Maintenance
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According to Leandro Schaab under normal conditions, a regular wind pump requires
to be oiled once a year and can last almost fifty years. This may vary specially
considering the stand by time and climatic conditions on which the wind pump is
exposed. The estimated life cycle of these steel giants are forty years.

"Molineros" are the technical experts in the field, but they are required only on
extreme occasions (Leandro Schaab Interview). An unattended wind pump after a big
thunderstorm with high wind gusts can become severely damaged; it is common that
they loose some blades or main gears might get damaged. Practice demonstrates that
many issues can be solved by the knowledge of caretakers, unless very specific
welding is demanded or machinery replacement is needed .

Knowledge on how to care and fix wind pumps is widespread throughout the country.
Focusing on rural areas, it has been mass-produced, installed and used for over two
generations. José Luis Santarelli, in charge of establecimiento "el chajá" explained on
an interview, "I remember my father asking me to climb to the top of a wind pump
and spin it manually whenever there was a loss of pressure or to check the cylinder
was pumping correctly. Wind pumps are easy mechanical systems, it is common rural
understanding; most of my friends I grew up with know how to handle and fix a
regular wind pump."A key factor is that there is no electricity involving this pumping
source, only pure kinetic to mechanical energy. Therefore, this streamlines the
functionality and maintenance of the device. Given basic malfunctions there is no
demand on profound technical understanding, so in most cases there is no need to call
an expert." Even more, and what is vital to the investigation, is that it has become
common knowledge to the vast majority of caretakers (Managers in charge of
common everyday activities and security in a given ranch). This is a key aspect to the
investigation and will be developed as a sociological aspect.
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Sun Powered Irrigation System
Resource Availability

Fig. 5 Source: www.iea.org

As it can be observed on the previous graph, Argentina doesn't have prevailing sun
energy as it indeed does in wind energy, compared to the rest of the world. Yet, solar
panels are being utilized all over the world and are a booming industry mainly due to
the projected fall in solar panel prices according to a study from Ernst & Youngx.

Following a graph that demonstrates the exponential growth of solar panels over the
last fifteen years at a global level:
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Source: RENI

As it may be observed, growth in the Solar PV sector has been more intense the last
years compared to the growth in the Wind Energy sector.

Photovoltaic (PV) panels convert sunlight into electricity. Typical solar panels have
an efficiency of about 10%; expensive ones perform at 20%. Now, the power of raw
sunshine at midday, on a cloudless day, located in the equator is 1000W per square
meter. Considering the following sun restrictions: Lattitude, different sunshine daily
intensity and cloud cover, an average of 175W/m2xi can be obtained near Coronel
Suarez. Obviously we cannot compare to Honolulu (248W/m2), yet much better off
than London (109 W/m2) and Paris (125 W/m2) and is even better than New York
(147W/m2).

Sunlight in Coronel Suarez proves to be sufficient to feed a solar purposed (12V)
electric pump. Although a bigger panel might be needed if compared to other
countries, which are situated near to the equator or have more clean sunshine hours.
(This factor is again dependent on the size of the raspberry plantation, water required,
which will be dealt in the economical sector of the analysis)
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Focusing on what matters locally; a factor that represents a huge advantage for this
power resource is that water requirements peak completely in parallel as sun energy
availability peaks, Not only at a seasonal level, but a daily level as well. Therefore,
although the country doesn't show signs of great solar capacity, one of the most
important factors, which is to combine supply of energy with the demand for water is
accomplished in the short term (sunny and cloudy days) and in the long term (winter
and summer seasons).

Functionality

Solar Photovoltaic (PV) panels convert sunlight into electricity. Basically, two
different layers made mostly by silicon, one negative and another positive formed in a
cell, convert the sunlight into direct current electricity. Numerous cells are assembled
in a module to generate required powerxii. After going through an electric control unit
a cable is installed into a electric pump. The pump will mechanically drive water into
the storage tank and to the water distribution sector as shown in Fig 2. Following an
image to display a Solar Panels features and functionality:
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Source: University of Texas

Machinery Availability

Most panels are imported from China where they are mass-produced.
mass produced. More than 60%
of Solar Panels are produced in China and Taiwanxiii (There is an Argentina Company
Solartechxiv which produces some panels, but unfortunately does not have the scale of
Chinese industries).
ndustries). As it is an advanced artifact involving high-end
high end technology and it
is not the regular instrument for pumping, availability is scarce compared to common
electric pumps and wind pumps. As it can be observed on the previous image
image, the
growth has been
een very recent and exponential, and has happened mainly on more
developed nationsxv. Providers are skeptic about future demands and manage a small
inventory since panels are expensive and according to Leandro Schaab there appears
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to be an informational void about the benefits of solar irrigation. This topic will be
further attended within the sociological issues section.

An important difference with the other systems is that the main pumping device has
very scarce national production. Other systems have choices between national or
imported, except for wind pumps, which are mainly produced at a large-scale national
level, rendering competition worthless mostly due to transport costs. Therefore Solar
Panels are subject to import taxes, which have been severely increased and managed
almost arbitrary by Guillermo Moreno over the last years deteriorating international
commerce to encourage local production. The given topic will be expanded on a
different section, political issues.

Machinery Maintenance

At a rural commerce in Coronel Suarez -a city that relies mainly on agriculture- "Don
Agro", the owner explained that Panels have a 20-year factory warranty in order to
stimulate demand and blow away uncertainty. These instruments have a life cycle of
about 25 years. Nevertheless, it is important to know that the electric pump would
probably last between 10 to 15 years, that is regularly expected. Almost no
maintenance is needed for this appliance; however electric circuits have to be well
sealed and checked every couple of years due to climatic outdoor exposure. So, as the
weather becomes more extreme there will be probably more care and protection
needed for the apparatus.

Common Modern Irrigation Systems

This refers to all devices that are employed regularly and represent the
institutionalized recommended appliance. They will be advised by the vast majority
of specialists due to its common use and tested results.
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Electric Pump Irrigation System

Resource Availability

Normally, the dominant institutions and therefore the dominant instruments will be
more available for the regular demand than other alternatives. Yet beforehand,
conditions for electric pumps are the following: The plantation has to have first,
access to the national grid and second, proper electric connections to enable its
installation. Not all plantations have access to electricity. Even more, in some cases
better terrain is not used due to lack of irrigation (as agronomists will normally
choose to start plantations near electric access -even if the soil/terroir isn't prime- to
ensure the safe, regular and tested appliance, and avoid any risk as to secondary
irrigation employed). This is an important restraint.

Another deterrent exist as electric bills are augmenting significantly due to Argentine
Inflation and Subsidy cancellations, making economic calculations very difficult and
electric bill forecast uncertain. The topic will be developed in the Political Sector
Analysis section.

However, there is an important benefit of using an electric pump, whenever water is
needed -as long as there is no power cut- a button is pressed and water is delivered
anytime. This sense of security has an important weight in what makes the electric
pump irrigation the prevailing system, even though costs might be higher in the long
run and the energy is not environmentally friendly (unless electric grid energy comes
from renewable resources, yet on the present day, less than 3% of Argentina's
electricity. These topics will be approached further on at the economical issues and
the environmental issues of the paper.
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At establecimiento el chaja, my familiy's ranch, near Coronel Suarez, Argentina, the
grid only gives the possibility to use about 5% of the total area for an intensive
plantation. Electricity is clearly not available in much fertile soil, due to lack of
electric grids within the vicinity, rendering electric pumps an important disadvantage
against grid independent power sources.

Only the areas adjacent to the electricity grid are the possible intensive plantation
sectors whereby enough pressure will reach given a corresponding electric pump. An
extension can be done, but it is costly both in material and in work hours (either if
electric cable extensions are dug underground or hanged on various high electric
poles/posts)

Functionality

An electric water pump converts electrical energy from the grid into mechanical
energy, driving the water up into a storage tank or directly to the distribution sector
(fig 2). There are basically two well-known electric pumps centrifugal and
submersible.
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A centrifugal pump is a rotodynamic pumpxvi that uses a rotating impeller to create
flow by the addition of energy to a fluid. Like most pumps, a centrifugal pump
converts mechanical energy from a motor to energy of a moving fluid -prior usage of
electrical energy-; some of it goes into kinetic energy of fluid motion, and some into
potential energy, represented by lifting the fluid against gravity to a higher level.

A submersible pump (see below) is in fact a multi-stage centrifugal pump -various
impellers are used- which has a hermetically sealed motor. The whole appliance is
submerged in the liquid that will be pumped. An important advantage is that it
prevents pump cavitation, which normally occurs on a surface area centrifugal pump.
So although submersible pumps have a higher installation cost, they endure more and
are more energy efficient.
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According to Irrinor, one main difference is that centrifugal pumps have a life cylce
of 10 years, when submergible last almost 15 years. Those are big numbers but none
of them reaches half of the life of a wind pump, these figures will be compared in the
economical section, with an according cost comparison chart.

Machinery Availability

This is the strongest advantage of the electric pump, as a dominant instrument this
appliance would be available on almost every city or town. It is also used for other
purposes, community water, households and pools. Again we have to reinforce the
fact that an electricity grid is required.
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Another advantage is that it is more mass produced - both national and internationalthan the rest of the alternatives therefore given economies of scale reduce cost per
unit.

Machinery Maintenance

Electric Pumps might need to be checked if extreme weather damages part of the
components, by expansion and contraction due to temperature changes and humidity.
Also, depending on the quality of water propellers might not work properly since
particles might interfere with correct functionality. Intense cleaning solvents are
suggested in case this occurs.

On the other hand, submersible pumps; it is important to expose that there isn't much
to be done since the pump is meters below ground level. If a malfunction occurs, then,
unfortunately a specialized technician has to be called, and costs of re installing are
high, according to Irrinor specialist interview. Therefore, most pumps are well sealed
and produced to endure for fifteen years.

Fuel powered Pump Irrigation

Resource Availability

Main fuel used for irrigation purposes in Argentina is Diesel Oil. Although Bio-diesel
consumption is increasing and other alternatives are Natural gas and Propane fuels are
also employed but are not significant. Although again, a fuel powered pump is more
institutionalized -dominant instrument-, this does not mean diesel availability escapes
issues and uncertainties.
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To tackle Diesel Oil availability we have to understand Argentina's critical energy
policy. Since 2004, fuel shortages have been a common issue and the problem has
been aggravated year after year. As explained on a precise article from La Nación a
well-known Argentine press agencyxvii, shortage of Diesel has been a concern to the
agricultural sector in many ways; from grain transportation to grain handling, from
sowing to harvesting. Especially for the small producers who need to buy between
400 to 1000 liters of diesel (which is only subsidized for transport); so producers pay
a higher price than a regular citizen who drives a car. Therefore, intensive plantations
using diesel energy are extremely vulnerable.

Also relevant to the investigation is the fact that the President of the Asociación
Correntina de Plantadores de Arroz (Rice Planting Association) expressed "...if this
continues, I don't know what's going to happen when the irrigation period begins,
most of the appliances need diesel fuel" (July, 2011). Although the focus is on
Raspberry Plantations, Rice plantations serve as an example due to the great amount
of water requirements and similar irrigation period.

Later on, the same person communicated through a local press agencyxviii (October,
2011) that when these issues arrive at city centers, they are intensified, but in rural
areas diesel scarcity has always existed. Cristian Jetter explains that although diesel
costs are very high, people are more concerned by acquiring it than paying for it.
Finally, a few days after the rice irrigation period (February 2012) the government
finally alleged that they had the solution for 2012-13 harvest, and would import more
diesel-oil funded by Banco Nación and that planned to electrify around 1200 water
pumping stationsxix.

These concerns happen in most of Buenos Aires Rural Areas. Specifically in Coronel
Suarez, long lines can be seen at the only YPF in order to secure diesel for Machinery
in Harvesting periods. Other petrol stations -a Shell and an Esso- have higher diesel
prices, it is the only way they can compete due to smaller scale.
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Functionality

According to Leandro Schaab one can find two alternative appliances using diesel oil:
Generator groups or Diesel Powered Pumps. On one hand, Generator groups also
known as petrol/diesel driven generators, are commonly utilized all over the country
since in many remote areas it has been their electricity source. Once the power grid
expanded, some establishments have been left with their own generators to provide
electricity to alternate areas within the boundaries of the farmstead, and for example
to feed an electric water pump. These groups convert fuel oil energy into electrical
energy, with a usable output voltage of 220V or 110V with a mean power of 3Kw
(small generators). An electric pump is needed, below an image of a generator group:

On the other hand, Motor Pumps use Diesel directly as the source of power without
converting fuel potential energy into electric energy. These instruments are normally
less costly yet they lack the possibility to generate electricity. They simply transform
fuel energy into mechanical energy.
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In general fuel powered pumps are less efficient than electric pumps. This applies to
most engines since the amount of power seized from the diesel oil converted into
pumping energy is 25% efficient due to heat loss in combustion and other factors, and
in the case of electric engines, which are more efficient, will be around 75%. This is
the same reason why electric cars are thought to be greener than petrol cars, besides
air pollution and sound pollution; they are almost 4 times more energy efficientxx.

Machinery Availability

Lately, due to the uncertainty of electric supply and electric bills, there has been a
high demand in generator groups as a safety measure taken by many producers and
small industries. Very recently an article from Clarín, an argentine newspaper, depicts
how consumers are making queues just to buy electric generator groupsxxi.
This is not recent, 5 years ago, La Nación posted a similar article showing the
increase in demand due to the energy crisisxxii. It is clear that energy policy has been
deteriorating over the years…
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Even more, the cancellation of subsidies will always increase the forecasted demand
for generator groups, especially if the government cannot meet energy demands.
Therefore, many stores in accordance to the unpredictability, a number of stores have
stocked up with generator groups.

Motor Pumps are not that common since they lack the ability to generate electricity.
Nonetheless, they are one of the main power source used for large scale irrigation
pumps for crop irrigation, such as central pivots, lateral irrigation and cannon
irrigation.

Machinery Maintenance

Most of the maintenance is similar to any petrol engine. There are regular oil checks
and piston checks for both systems. According to Irrinor electric generator groups are
complex systems that have to be checked at least yearly. Similar to electric pumps and
submersible pumps, highly specialized technicians are required.
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Main Sociological Issues

The country has wind energy potential that will begin to make electrical engine pump
manufactures nervous. Even more, irrigation dealers who regularly sell every type of
water pump alternatives are beginning to stock with solar panels according to Leandro
Schaab, understanding that in few years time people will accept and understand the
benefits of solar panels. Nonetheless, there are many sociological matters that put a
brake on the expansion of wind pumps or solar panels. For example there is a strict
correlation of wind pumps with livestock, it is within the rural culture or rural
behavior, and not agriculture.

Tradition

Argentine people keep to their tradition of using wind pumps to provide water to
livestock. The Wind pump is a symbol of Argentine tradition, yet it is related to
animal watering and not plant irrigation. Even at cost competitive costs or better-off
people will choose the short-term solutions due to a variety of economical
components -mainly high initial costs- but they will be addressed further, on the
economical analysis section.

Absence of Highly Skilled Workers

Another issue that can arise when relying on complex irrigation systems, complex
electric or fuel engine driven pumps, is the transaction cost of weak contract
enforcement and absence of highly skilled workers in Argentina xxiii . Wind pump
irrigation is simple and easier since it involves only mechanical energy, yet electric or
diesel pump irrigation need specialists to install and maintain on every small issue.
Therefore, highly skilled workers and contract enforcements are required more
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regularly, and it is common knowledge that argentine regulations do not help this
purpose.

It is very hard, even for an agricultural engineer, to fix any engine malfunction, but it
is even harder, especially at peak demand times, to enforce the correct functionality
onto the hired irrigation enterprise, since weak regulation law will not impose an
important effect on water enterprises. Added to that, the lack of highly skilled
irrigation specialists will make it even more difficult to find alternative solutions
while your crop is desperate for a drip of water.

A totally different panorama appears if we consider a simple mechanic pump from a
basic wind rotor system. Probably 99% of farmers in Argentina understand the
functionality of a wind pump and are well aware of possible malfunctions. Adding up,
this instrument is a well-known device and if by chance the problem surpasses the
farmer, a wind pump specialist will be easily available and at even lower costs than
irrigation specialists. Let’s not forget that there are more than 400,000 installed wind
pumps as stated before.

Mechanical Knowledge

There is an important tendency to work on old trucks, simple 4-stroke tractor diesel
engine with no electronic injections at rural areas. There is social behavior and pride
in knowing how simple engines work or mechanical gears function, which applies in
an array of artifacts. One of the main reasons is due to independency and difficulty to
obtain specialist help or high cost specialist help. An important amount of machinery
malfunctions every week, according to Juan José Santarelli caretaker of
establecimiento "El Chajá", it is ultimately important for many rural individuals to be
able to understand and fix mechanical appliances. "It is even more important to know
that than to understand crop cycles or cattle handling, since agricultural engineers are
responsible of the latter.
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Main Political Issues

To commence, a very interesting article from www.forbes.com

xxiv

displays the

paradoxes of emerging markets, especially in Argentina, that although having an 8%
increase in GDP on 2010; long lines of cars outside gas stations sparked memories of
the 1970’s fuel shortages in the US after OPEC decided to curb production.

Diesel costs have been continuously rising. Then again, this is a global phenomenon.
There is more to it, and this involves political regulatory schemes:

Subsidies

If you manage to stop by a petrol station in Coronel Suarez, fuel costs will not be
more than 5% to 8% higher than in the metropolitan area, this is normal. Now, if you
request 1000 liters of diesel oil to fill up a farm tank for agricultural use, different
charges apply. A farmer pays a 12% to 15% mark-up price. Fuel for transportation is
heavily subsidized. Hence, therefore, if you buy in larger volumes the price drastically
rises due to erratic regulatory measures. Obviously, at a given price, farmers where
discouraged to pay for the petrol -who evaluated their cost-benefit equation- and
where obliged to not attend their costly irrigation investments. Leandro Schaab
expressed that at given situations, diesel prices are so high and diesel is so difficult to
obtain that producers simply abandon their irrigation systems for the whole season.

Latest events whereby Argentina expropriates the largest privately owned petrol
company, which operates more than 60% of Argentina’s oil, should be added to the
number of erratic and groundbreaking measures taken by the last Argentine
governments. The main factor, according to an article from the economistxxv involves
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the urge for fast cash to satisfy domestic needs, while sacrificing the relationship with
its biggest foreign investor: Spain.

Frozen Energy Prices:

An excerpt from the previous article displays the force being used to contain at all
costs the on edge energy state of affairs freezing energy prices:

“As the economy plunged towards collapse in the late 1990s, the government began
freezing energy prices. After the currency was sharply devalued, the new government
fixed prices in pesos, and increased them later only at a snail’s pace. As a result,
natural gas is 75-80% cheaper in Argentina than in its neighbors, and electricity is
70% cheaper. The government also began taxing oil exports. Predictably, the price
ceilings led to shortages. Not only did investment dry up, but Argentines also began
using far more energy than necessary.”

Oil Shortages

It is an everyday uncertainty for an argentine citizen and even more for a remote
argentine farmer if petrol-oil and diesel-oil will be available. In addition, diesel oil for
farming has a peak demand during October-November-December due to soy sowing
and wheat harvesting, typical crops in Coronel Suarez. Raspberry fructification occurs
on these months where water availability is a key factor. If a water shortage takes
place, the production can be severely affected.

National Production and Import Taxes
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Solar Panels, submersible pumps, and generator groups from abroad are all subject to
import taxes, which have been severely increased and managed almost arbitrary by
Guillermo Moreno over the last years deteriorating international commerce to
encourage local production. This has aided the competitiveness of national wind
pump production. Khana and Palepu, together with Daniel Friel mention the need to
pay attention to unpredictable government behavior and how it shapes what firms
react upon

Economical Issues (Cost Feasibility)

In the following section a detailed cost analysis will be portrayed to commence a
proper cost analysis comparison. The main idea is to take into account a period of 25
years –which would represent the entire life cycle of a raspberry plantation- and
estimating future electric and fuel prices. After the regular 25-year period, it is
recommended to stop the plantation and either replant or let the soil to recover it´s
minerals. Long-term viability is going to be approached; needless to say, the idea of
depending 100% on renewable energy resources is already an advantage in many
ways as explained in the ecological section.

According to water lifting devices, an article from www.fao.org: “wind pumps are
one of the most cost-effective options (compared with engines or any other primemovers) for pumping in locations with mean wind speeds exceeding about 4m/s, but,
conversely, they are not at all cost-competitive where mean wind speeds are
significantly below 2.5m/s”. Nonetheless, a summarized cost comparison study will
be portrayed.

Numbers, not Adjectives
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A brief calculation of costs given a twenty five-year period will be portrayed for
different types of irrigation described throughout the investigation. Electricity and
Diesel estimates are not contemplating inflation or incremental increase in price, fixed
2012 energy prices will be applied. It is important to inform that the figures used are
only indicative. There are a lot of variables that have not been contemplated.
Nonetheless, the purpose is to estimate the differences in initial costs and total costs
of each proposed irrigation system.

Irrigation

Initial Cost

ETD

Cost p/year

System
Wind Pump

$8558 (8 foot

50

N/A

American
Farm)

+

Mantainance

Total Cost

(25 Years)

(25 Years)

$2000

Initial

(Oil changes,

$10758

Cost

inspections)

installation

$12758/2

costs $2200

Total Cost:
(25 Years)
$ 6379

Solar Panel

$2836 X 3

20

N/A

N/A

$9708

$8508
+

Initial Cost:

$1200

Pump

Total Cost
8508 * 1.25
(25 Years)
$ 10635

Electric Pump

$1520

10

$0.5 Kwh

N/A

1 Kwh p/day
$182

Initial Cost:
$1520

p/year

(25 years)

Total Cost

$ 4550

4550+(1520*2.5)
(25 Years)
$ 8350

Generator Group

$1300

15

$5L Diesel
0.16L p/day

$1000

Initial Cost:
$1300

$292 p/year
(25 years)

Total Cost

$7300

8300+(1300*5/3)
$ 10467
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Diesel Pump

$1530

10

$5 L Diesel
0.12 L p/day

$500

Initial Cost:
$1530

$219 p/year
(25 years)

Total Cost

$5475

5975+(1530*2.5)
$ 9800

Costs have been calculated using prices from a local vendor Don Agro S.A.
(General Rural Equipment Vendor in Coronel Suarez)

Cost Coparison Results

From the cost comparison, it can be clearly seen that due to its 50-year life
expectancy, the American Farm Wind Pump is the most cost competitive option,
averaging $6379 for 25 years. Nevertheless, it is the appliance that requires the
highest initial investment. The electric pump has an estimated average cost of $8350
for 25 years, yet its initial investment is 6 times smaller than the wind pump: $10758
against $1520. The rest of the appliances render a higher cost average and are very
similar, with the distinction of solar panels that also require a considerably high initial
cost.
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Conclusions

Government Regulation Overview

First and most important is the uninformed and radical behavior of government
officials involving regulations of all sorts. This can be clearly observed by the
behavior of Argentine’s secretary of commerce, who is well known for his aggressive
manner to address companies upon certain state impositions and disclosures.
Interventions are extremely common and erratical. Therefore, need for independent
solutions increase at a daily basis. Khana and Palepu express the negative impact this
can have on firms and how they should pay attention to avoid drastic measures. The
CEPAL Model mentions it as a barrier for renewable energy sources. On the other
hand, Daniel Friel states that this can be used as an advantage for the firm to prosper
on latent institutions, which in this case it is clearly demonstrated by the knowledge of
the American Farm Wind Pump as an independent energy source for drip irrigation.

Technical Overview

Solar Panels and Wind Pumps and their relation with clean energy are still not rooted
in the minds of common rural inhabitants. Nevertheless, Wind pumps are not a
complex technical renewable system as are most of other renewable resource energy
systems: Solar, Biogas, Hydro, Wind, Wave, Thermal, Clean Carbon, Clean Nuclear,
within others…

So, although Khana and Palepu and the CEPAL model mention the technical
institutional voids present in emerging markets that act as barriers, this shouldn´t be
an important constraint for wind pumps. Even more, in terms of transmission
capacity, supply chains and technology; wind pump know-how is undemanding in
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every aspect, which normally does not occur on high range renewable energy
projects. No transmission capacity is needed neither supply chains, all of the energy
and most of the transactions involved are local, in accordance to eco-localism theories
stated by Douglas Tompkins. Again the key aspect is supported by Daniel Friel's
investigation, which refers on how to make a comparative institutional advantage in
Argentina by following a complete analysis of recessive institutions within the
business context.

Economic and Finance Overview

In relation to investment tax, high transaction costs for renewable energy projects,
high costs of initiating and generating important long-term renewable energy
projects;.This is one key issue that stops short-term economical minds from costing a
wind pump irrigation system. Although it is not really a financial barrier, or a Capital
Market void, as mentioned by Khana & Palepu and the Cepal model, the initial
investment on Wind Pumps is still 6 times more expensive as the regular electric
pump. Amortization lasts for 50 years, twice as much as the plantation itself. Having
alternatives that last 10 to 25 years seem more reasonable in a changing environment
such as Argentina has nowadays. Wind pump irrigation involves a high initial cost, as
well as Solar Panels -as do most of the renewable energy systems- it is definitely the
Achilles Heel of renewable energyxxvi. Yet, the final estimated cost of the wind pump
system was surprisingly more economical than all of the other alternatives. Hence, the
issue relies on the risk the farmers are willing to take for a high initial investment with
long term amortization.

Political and Institutional Overview

There is a constant predominance of short-term energy policy over the environmental
policy, lack of formative institutions regarding technical skills related to renewables
and non-recognition of green benefits on behalf of the energy authorities. It is
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important to remark that "institutional" in this case is in reference on a organizational
sense and not in terms of institutional context.

This is one of the main factors that relates directly with the case study on many
aspects. To start with, not only is there a constant predominance of short-term energy
policies over environmental ones, but even the proposed emergency policy is
compromised by different demagogic expenditures in the hunger to win votes.
Secondly, formative institutions are scarce if we take into consideration the basic
education, even more in rural areas. This correlates to the third factor which portrays
the lack of recognition of green benefits on behalf of energy authorities. The present
political void on small-scale renewables is a clear example of Khana & Palepu's
theories, since many developed countries offer aid to residential or small business
renewable energy projects. The use of wind pumps as alternative clean energies does
not come with tax exemptions, deductions or incentives of other sort.

Yet, large energy projects count for the 8% clean energy goal proposed for 2020 by
the Argentine government, and receive incentives per Kw as it can be observed in the
GENI report xxvii . According to the law number 26.190, incentives apply to large
tenders followed by the GENREN program, which is, unfortunately, still on hold. It is
probably a question of time until Argentina aids small-scale renewable projects,
making Wind Pump irrigation even more cost competitive.

Social Behavior Overview:

This item -contrary to what is mentioned on the Cepal Model- instead of acting as a
obstruction, actually works as a enhancer for the renewable energy resource in focus..
The aspect was depicted at an interview with Leandro Schaab where the rejection
from the rural community was important towards Solar Panles, and the introduction of
a new appliance, harsh. A wind pump, on the other hand, would have some
constraints, as rural producers relate this artifact with livestock and not irrigation. Up
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to some extent, intensive producers would look at wind pumps as old fashioned
compared to dominant systems, such as electric pumps or fuel pumps. Nonetheless,
the past acceptance and present-day knowledge aids to make social frictions and
rejections less possible.

Final Aspects

There is no doubt institutions play a key role in the decision making of this particular
case study. Peng's thoughts on the institutions based view are noticeably important to
ensure an area of study for the thesis. But most relevant have been the final
conjuctions related to Daniel Friel's Recessive Institutions concepts. The final
products of the intensive plantation are raspberry fruits, in this sense the wind pump
irrigation system, especially the knowledge of its functionality conveys the essence of
recessive institutions.

An alternative solution to obtain quality good products occurs due to visible
institutional failures in the energetic sector. Given the nature of the appliance, the
term recessive instrument was coined: A latent and well-known appliance, recycled to
work on present day production demands since modern appliances incur on many
political, social, economical and institutional obstacles. The wind pump and it´s social
approval represent a latent institution itself. Added to that, it is an independent
solution given unstable emerging market contexts created by erratic state energy
policies. A comparative institutional advantage might result or be more visible in the
long term, since a high initial cost is required and yet variable costs are almost null for
fifty years, while global energy prices soar.

On the other hand, with clean energy gaining weight in the global agenda, local farm
wind pumps present a competitive advantage against fossil fuel based energy
appliances.
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Finally, the use of wind pumps for drip irrigation seem more than plausible given the
comparative institutional advantage, on both social and political aspects, and the
attained cost-competitive economical analysis. In this sense, the analysis of recessive
institutions was more than forgiving for the purpose of the study and will probably
present new areas of revision, especially in the Latin American energy sector.
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